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DearGoGLOBALLeaders,
WelcomeandThankYoufor subscribing toourNewsletter.
This is a humble beginning for us, as we start the last quarter of
2020, in themostmeaningfulway.

Theworld has transformed and howhas your life been affected /
impacted ?Life isnevergoing tobe thesameagain.

Yes,weare in the last lapof theyear andasmuchas all bigdreams
are crushed and thrown out, we all are experiencing emerge of
manybeautifulheartwarmingdreams.

Whoever stays in motion and trusting their efforts will create
miracles.Stayingresiliencewill realiseyourmission.

We have planned some exciting development for our company
aswestay focused inourprogresswith total clarity.

Let's join together in strength to have our most required
breakthrough inbusinessand life !

WishingYourBusinessandLifeaFabulousCompletion in2020.

-MrAyyappaDassandDr.h.cAzeeza Jalaludeen

Photo taken at At Hilton Mauritius during our
Dynamics of Capital Mechanism Program in May 2019
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Staged Progress with different business Organisations
and Associations

PATENT AND
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTIES

Approved TradeMark in India

TrainOpreneur

Rights for Asia and Africa for
www.globalsparks.com

Our own Signature programs
Certificate in Applied Entrepreneurship©

Dynamics of Capital Mechanism©
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Money is in the market !
All you need to do is learn how to structure your business and establish confidence in your
investor, inspiring them with your vision, committed team and a attractive ROI in your plan.

Facebook Invests $5.7 Billion in Indian Internet Giant Jio
Excerpt from
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/21/technology/facebook-jio-india.html

Facebook on Tuesday made its largest single investment by putting $5.7 billion into Jio
Platforms of India, an enormous bet on the developing market and a sign of how large tech
companies are forging ahead in the pandemic.

“The country is in the middle of a major digital transformation, and organizations like Jio have
played a big part in getting hundreds of millions of Indian people and small businesses online,”
Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook’s chief executive, said in a post to his Facebook page announcing
the deal.
The money from Facebook will help Reliance reduce some of that debt and invest further in its
network, which it needs to do after regulators delayed approval of a high-profile $15 billion deal
to sell 25 percent of its energy business to the Saudis.

Jio was founded by Mukesh Ambani, an industrialist who is India’s richest man. Mr. Ambani has
also been the most powerful corporate voice urging regulators to take an India-first approach
that favors local companies and hobbles foreign firms like Facebook and Amazon. He has
argued that the vast amounts of data collected by such firms should stay in India and be
controlled by Indians.In the joint interview,

Anshuman Thakur, Jio’s strategy chief, and Mr. Mohan said the companies had different
perspectives on some issues but added that would not preclude them from working together in
other areas.“We will collaborate on some,” Mr. Mohan said. “We will compete on
many.”Facebook’s investment may help turn India’s battered telecom sector into a duopoly.

Facebook sees plenty of opportunity with Jio. India is a large market for Facebook; more than
400 million people in the country use WhatsApp, its global messaging service, while more than
300 million people use the company’s core social network.

Crunch Base News
https://news.crunchbase.com

AppHarvest to go public by SPACAppHarvest, an operator of indoor farms, is the latest
company to plan a public market debut through a merger with a special purpose acquisition
company. The Kentucky-based company, which has raised over $140 million in venture
funding, operates large-scale indoor farms in the Central Appalachian region with an initial
focus on growing tomatoes.
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Learn the latest in the capital market, fundraising, investments and see how you
can apply to flow with money in your business.



GoGLOBAL Business School™
has rights for Asia and Africa
FREE Online Learning Membership at

www.globalsparks.com/goglobal

Our Target Audiences to benefit from our
Hi-Tech Hi-Touch Ecosystem - Community Building Platform

150k views per day 250+ Webinars
150+ Business Leaders

EDUCATIONAL SEARCH ENGINE
Revolutionizing the Training Industry
Register for Your FREE Membership at

www.globalsparks.com/goglobal
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Calender of Events at www.globalsparks.com/ggcalendar



There is a DEEPER space to operate from that not just opens the hearts and the mind, it goes into
the world of Opening your WILL as a LIFELONG COMMITMENT to EVOLVE and Expansion of Self
know that "You don't belong to yourself - You belong to the Universe"

This leads us to realise our LIMITLESS HUMAN POTENTIAL and stay in a powerful beingness that
keeps us GROWING in life - in mind, body and spirit, TAKING ACTION TO add value to humanity at
EVERY LEVEL of Growth for self and others.

This does not involve just getting into activities or doing meditations programs, etc. It is about
getting into a space of Transformation with global mentors and teachers, who has been there and
done that. We say, mentors who are an 'experience'. This can be in ONE community, OR as you
evolve, creating your own community.

Just being in the presence of such global mentors will bring about deep healing and transformation
at cellular level - causing generational shifts - integrating body, mind to the beingness, opening not
just your heart and mind - It OPENS.

How do you know if you are into a Transformation Program - Process ?

This Process supports in challenging our ego - our mind and our heart - our higher level of
consciousness is evoked, and allows us to realise that our Transformation is in OUR HANDS and is a
Life-long JOURNEY. We will allow to be support, knowing that its not a quick fix process. We start
realising that being judgemental, getting upset/angry, revengeful, unforgiving and policing others is
a very immature game. We are able to cope with drama in our life (personal or people around us) in
a very effective loving forgiving ways. We start experiencing EQUANIMITY !

Mostly Interestingly, our intelligence steps up, we start attracting more likeminded people and
become ALL INCLUSIVE in our life - A true integration of our right brain (creative mind) and left brain
(logical mind) for a whole brain decision making capacity for amazing results in life..

Motivation can open your mind, inspiration can open your heart. When we stop there, this is when
one feels being pulled back in life - not able to progress - come to a standstill OR we feel not fulfilled,
lost of purpose (even in denial, in an artificial, egoistic way - not allowing ourselves to maximise our
human potential - feeling contended) This is not about right or wrong. This is what it is.

Committing to a TRANSFORMATIONAL Journey opens your will - dissolves your belief patterns that
don't serve you, this is deeper than any mindset shift, impacting at cellular level shift causing
generational shifts, for the highest good of you, your loved ones, and our world.

Transformation - What is that ?
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It was a beautiful journey that started with CAE programme.
The course material are excellent and I enjoyed every minute
of it.The knowledge parted was so vast n selfless..With the
hands-on assignments, during the 6 weeks, I generated 10x
the money I invested. Taking one step at a time to make the
foundation of my business strong and structured. I can't
thank enough for creating Magic in my life
.From Light worker, 25years in Healing Products/ Services
with thousands of global clients, India

Very highly intellectual Mentors. They are very committed to do
things with immediate effect and are highly service orientated.
They always consider about others over themselves.
- Business Leader in Wellness Industry for 20years with
partnership in China fromMalaysia

I must admit that my mindset about numbers and especially
money shifted today. When I change my perception from
“how many students will register” vs “how many people’s lives
I can impact positively” , my heart feels at ease. When I work
from this angle, it becomes easier for me to put a number.
Thank you once again
- Wellness Professional in More than 10 years experience,
working with Taiwan market from Singapore

The Founders of GoGLOBAL Business School are consummate
professionals that knows their field in-depth. They are very
supportive, committed to the betterment of humanity and the
empowerment of people.
- Business Leader, Sustainability Entrepreneur, Ambassador
of New Education, Mentor of Nurturing from USA
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From Institute of Entrepreneurship
Mr KC See,
Founder of Mastery Asia, QuestCorp
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Get Answers to all your questions on investing and structuring
your charity projects/businesses for investment in today's
economy. 3 Sessions with 12 Industry leaders from the
Regulatory, Islamic Finance, Fintech and Business acceleration
spaces!

Ride the wave of Possibilities in The ARK!
The topics are as below:
Session 1: ARE YOU PREPARED FOR INVESTMENT?
Session 2: CAN ISLAMIC FINANCE FUND THE FUTURE?
Session 3: IS THIS THE RIGHT TIME TO INVEST?

FREE Admission. Registration Required.
Visit

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/the-ark-tickets-122930268743

First Session Keynote address by
Mr Ramesh Iyer, VC Mahindra Group and CEO of Mahindra Finance

Mr Ramesh with our Founders during their visit
to Mahindra Towers Office, Mumbai, Feb 2020
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Immersing Yourself in 504 hours of Healing & Evolving

Claim Your

*Loving Relationships

*Healthy Attractive Body *

Financial Abundance

*Fun-filled Meaningful Life

<<<With F.E.M Leaders with years of experience working

with women, from Singapore, Malaysia, USA, Australia and

Europe>>>

Register at https://tinyurl.com/FEMOct-2020

Experiential Business Journey
Creating Your Tangible Results

*Includes*
70Pages Workbook with Assignments
WhatsApp Group Coaching for the period of program
PLUS 3 months Follow up Review Coaching
PLUS Life-time Free Review for future ONLINE Session
PLUS Certification from GoGLOBAL Business School™

Next Intake on Oct13th 2020 and Oct 25th 2020
Contact us at operations.ggbs@gmail.com for more details.
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THE CASE FOR GROWING WOMEN- OWNED BUSINESSES
Reaching an equal number of women-owned businesses and men-owned
businesses could add S$95 billion to Singapore’s economy — roughly 20% of
gross domestic product (GDP). Approximately 120,000 new women-owned
businesses would be value additive to the economy. Based on productivity
data of the past two decades, analysis shows that every increase in the
number of women-owned businesses results in an increase in growth. In
scenarios where new women-owned businesses do replace men-owned
businesses through buyout or competition, Singapore still benefits from a
more competitive economy.

To help women-owned businesses flourish, and for Singapore to capture this
substantial economic gain, actions are needed to remove
barriers and build enablers.

“...equality must not just be formal, but substantive, and takes into account the
unique challenges, needs that women face, and the specific effects that policies
have on them, to truly level the playing field."
Mr K. Shanmugam
Minister for Home Affairs and Law, Singapore
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Like, Follow and Share Our Social Media Pages
www.globalsparks.com/GoGLOBAL
https://www.instagram.com/goglobalbusinessschool/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/shine-goglobal-asia
https://www.linkedin.com/company/goglobalbusiness
www.facebook.com/shinegoglobalasia
www.facebook.com/GGBS2020
www.facebook.com/TrainOpreneur
www.facebook.com/WomenOpreneur
www.facebook.com/SMEKonnect
www.facebook.com/GlobalProsperitySummit
www.facebook.com/GenNext2020
www.facebook.com/alignmentcoach

11th November

Mr Ayyappa Dass K.
Founder Our SHINE GoGLOBAL Ltd
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30th September
Mr Ajay Thakur

1st December
Mdm Ann De Vere

31st October
Mdm Ranjana Obhan Bhalla

14th November
Dame Dr. h.c. Doria Cordova

15th October
MdmMurshidah Said

19th November
Carolina Oliveira

19th December
Ms Tan Siew Wai

13th October
Mr Edgar Cotta and
Mr Edwin Cotta

www.shinegoglobal.com



OUR FOCUS NOW - 2020-2021

Training Companies working with Trainers and looking for
new business models
Consultants with connections to Chambers and SME Network
Professionals with connections to Students Network
Professionals with connections to Teachers Network

1.

2.
3.
4.

Write to us at operations.ggbs@gmail.com with your profile

All our activities are geared towards these milestones
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©2020 All CopyRight Reserved Our SHINE GoGLOBAL Ltd - GoGLOBAL Business School™

Disclaimer :
The newsletter contains information about our organisation, growing your Business and Going Global. It is
circulated only to our registered subscribers. The information is not professional advice, and should not be
treated as such. We will not be liable to you in respect of any special, indirect or consequential loss or
damage due to any information shared. No part of this is to be copies, duplicated or distributed without the
written consent of Our SHINE GoGLOBAL Ltd

We want you to Contribute to this
Newsletter and be featured in our
Live interviews, or send us your
collaboration ideas. Email us with
your profile and area of expertise!

Health is Wealth
Increasing Your Immune System
Slow, deep breathing technique increases PSNS (Parasympathetic Nervous System) activity. One of the
best ways to turn down the stress response in the body and activate the parasympathetic response is to
use slow, relaxed, diaphragmatic breathing.

#1 Box Breathing" - Breathe like a SEAL
Box breathing is a technique that helps you take control of your automatic breathing patterns to train your
breath for optimal health and performance,"
All you need to do is picture a box with equal sides, where the inhale, the holding of the breath, and exhale
are all four counts (four seconds approx.). "As you take in a breath, for four counts, visualize traveling up
one side of the square. Next, imagine moving across the top of the square during the four counts of
holding your breath. Then follow the breath down the right side of the box on the exhale and watch it
travel across the bottom of the square on the breath hold, following the exhale. Repeat the pattern.
This visual provides a helpful anchor for your attention and quickly allows you to get into the flow of
rhythmic breathing. When we box breathe, we do so through our nostrils. This helps us draw the air deep
into our lungs, slowing down the breathing rhythm and stimulating the vagal nerve – which runs
throughout the central nervous system. The vagal nerve affects heart rate, digestion and releases
neurotransmitters that activate the PSNS. The calming and focusing effects of this technique are noticeable
within just a few minutes of practice.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/nomanazish/2019/05/30/how-to-de-stress-in-5-minutes-or-less-according-to-a-navy-seal/#1fcc2cd73046


